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Introduction

The Uniterm System of Coordinate Indexing is a scien-

itiiically developed, simple and efficient method for the or-

ganIzation, storage and retrieval of information. Essentially

it consists of analyzing the contents of reports into a basic

vocabulary together with a Methd of retrieving their contents

by any element= or combination of elements in the vocabulary.

iAs a.resilt, it provides a degree of search effectiveness

unobtainable through,conventional library catalogs. The Sys-.

tem wadevel'oped under an intensive research program conducted

by Documentation Incorporated fca. the ArMed Services Technical

Information Agency CPUSTIOt

, ._

Therfeatures- of compactness,t- lexibility, economy-of

installation,'ease-of maintenance-and-ease of tearChing-moke

the Uniterm System especially suitable for the control of

technical dicumentswhOse lull Subject content IL-frequently-

lost because of difficulty in gaining cataldg -control-through

conventional means. The advantages of the System are derived

from the simple principles which are .introduced in the follow-

ing pages.

4
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SECTION

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Language is based on'words. Many ideas and concepts

are expressed in language as-combination of words. The tiuMr.

ber of such combinations for any body of information may be

large, but the number of individual vocabulary terms-used is

often surprisingly small. For example, the number of _chemi-

-cal elements is small compared to-the number of coMpounds.

In the Uniterm System of Coordinate Indexing, the in

ormation contained in a collection of documents is analyied

into the simplest practical Word units of informatiOn

hence, "Uniterm ". Each Uniterm is assigned a separate card.

Each document is assigned a serial number, and the ndmber is

posted on all cards headed by the Uniterm:, by which the-docu

°Ittent has been analyzed. The word units usually consist,of

singleword ideas or concepts, each of which is associated

with a body of related information.

For example, the word "air" is associated with a num-

ber of different ideas in the phrases, "air ducts", "air

speed", "cold air", etc. There'are two ideas or terms in.

the phrase, "air ducts" -- one the class of air ideas, and

the other the class of duct ideas. When we u.re the two terms

together, we perform the operation known as logical conjunc

tion. This means simply the combination of "air" and "ducts",
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and it is obvious that the "same concept can be expressed as

"ducts" and "air": Thus-the order of terms is immaterial

since the same total body of information is represented by

_.,either arrangement as in the following.diag.ram:

The overlapping or -common area-of "air" and "ducts"

represents a smaller body of infOrmation-than either of the

individual areas. It is easy to see that more specific

area can be obtained by using a larger number of -terms :1.

conjunction, thus narrowing the field of search as in t.h0,

following. diagram:

Figure 2.

ply

Air Ducts Icing
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Since the same logical conjunction is obtained re-

gardless of the order -of the terms,. the three separate unit

.terms, "air", "(Was", and "icing", whei: coordinated, are ,

equivalent to the six possible wais by which this-informa

Lion can be represented_in conventional indexing systems:

AIR DUCTS - ICING

DUCTS, AIR - ICING

ICING - AIR DUCTS

ICiNG-- DUCTS, AIR

AIR ICING - DUCTS

TUCTS'.. ICING AIR

Simplicity of Catalog ForITI

In the-manual-Unite= System, as explained, in_de-

tail in the following pages, this logical-cenjunciion_is

achieved by searching for the-document nUmbers'which_are-Com-

mon to two or more Unitefm cards. There-is no reason to _assume

that "air" is any more important than "ducts" or "icing" and

consequently no reason to subordinate any one tem:with re.;

spect to any other term as is done in conventional syste= of

indexing and classification. The making of such assumptions
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at different times for different c

cross reference structures, of such

ases gives rise to,elaborate'

teadily increasing complexity

that the conventional systemseventually either become meaning-

less or make extremedemanda_uponspersonnel staffs yin maintain-

ing the systems' integrity. By its plan

order of words, the Uniterm System elimina

ed -indifference to the'

ventional cross references.

tes the need-for con-
,

Economy cf Catalog Space

Because of the elimination of permutation

-binations of basic ideas used in most present -day s

dramatic saving in catalog space results from the us

Uniterm System. The, size of the System is a function

s-and-com

yttems-,_ a

of tbe
/

ex-
1

.number of vocabulary terms rather -than of the.-number of

pressions of ideas generated by the combination of terms.

-0-1:1T a collection the size of ASTIA's, this-reduction of catalog-

,

=size-is in. 'the 'order of 90%.

After a body of information has been- analyzed -into

-the basic ideas or,Uniterms, the number-of terms increases

very slowly as the system grows. -B6;ever. the number of per

-mutations and combinations of these new basic terms increases

rapidly and exponentially, in fact-by 120-1)4 Where n is the

number of Uniterms.
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Operational Benefits

The indexer is the first to benefit from the elimira-

tion of the perwutations and coMbinatiOns of words found in

conventional systems. Freed from the time-consuming'neces,-

sity of-making subjective decisions concerning the order of

woids,:and of creating complicated and highly specific indcoc-

ing phrases and cross references, he assigns Uniterms rapidly

and' liberally,
a

hitherto impractical.

the foundation for a depth of analysis

The poster, who transfers numbers-to

Uniterm cards, benefits because his task is simple.compared

to the corresponding work cl preparing and filing full cata-

log cards for eacit assignment in a conventional e'system. The'

,searcher benefits because he can address the coordinate index

from .any point o view because he can be as specific or as

general -as he wishes-and because he heed -not- wonder about

the form of expression used by the indexer.

Manuel and Machine Maripulation

The logical fragmentation of catalog elements inher-

ent in the Uniterm System makes retrieval of information

possible by machine or manual methOds. Currently under de-
1

velopmlnt is a machine which will permit randob filing and

10
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retrieval of Uniterm cards fOr posting and searching. Also

'being developed is a completely automatic indexing machine

which will present the dOcument,nUmbers in-answer to reference

'questions ty dv-OUt on a conventional typewriter keyboard;

While the magnitude-of the.overall.prOblem of infor-

mation control_made-the need for machine -Systems.APpirent.

4 many-years-ego, tke.search-for &_ manual metkod-wai-renewed

with the-realization that there are many small installations

in-need ofenriiprOved.manual method, of inforiation control.

hysical Appeaiance

The-Ueiterm Sylt4m,leits-manual form-uses cards of.

_Bey-Convenient size, such at 3"- xj5"1,\4"-x-6", or 5" x 8".

in conventional= catalog-card trays, visible indek_files,.4r:

iooseleaf volumes. The cartels have ftpaces attop -anid-boitOi_

fOr the- Untterms and are divided vertically-into teloceluMns,

numbered rolt -zero throughn ne, in which doculent accession

numbers .are posted. The titmnier arrangement is- designed-

limply to break-up the mass of \numbers posted on-ti,e cards.
\'

The-Uniterm card*looks like thi's in use:

,---
*Uniterm cards can be printed locally by the user, or, as a matter of
information, they can be obtained from Documentation- Incorporated,
.521 Connecticut Avenue, N, W, , Washington at a cost of
$15. 00 Bever thousand for the recommended,5"-x 8" size.

\aa
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Ease,of Search

To demonstrate the simple practice of logical conjunc:
.

tion of'Uniterms,to;find reference to wanted information, the

following sample caids correspond to the "air", "duct", '"icing"

example destribed in Figure 1. and 2 on page 2.

a t $ -1, 4 ' 1 I II I $ a

110 ' 11 382 13 14 55 186 77 39
a230 \ 421 372 73 34. 235 216 327 .189.

862 133 454 735 578 447 ' 299
824 785 , 877 119

-'-I t a 1 4 4 I 4 I ' a 4

230 11 . 32 103 24 75 206 37- 98

81 122 213 34 355 216 47,,, -203

312 644 755 828 447 . .

862 785 ,,

e 1 I $ 4 I 1 $ 9

230_
410-

,

---

'.-.

$1-

421
- 721

.

112

'312
372

-882

, ,

s

\

,

\,

,

93
133

143

.

.

,

.

.

14
434
554-
674,

.

'.

.
. .

.

.

.

I

35
425
785

.

. .

\

.

216f

J

I

I

I

87

.

.
.

,

1

.

. .
.

.

.

.

.

Figure-4.
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It is indicated here that in our body of literature

there'are twentyfour doeuMents containing information on

"ducts"; twentynine on "air"; and twentyone on "icing ".
.

Someof the "duce-information may be on gas ducts, water ducts,

and 31r ducts. We are concerned with finding those having t6.

With "air ducts icing". The essence of any successful

search 14 to narrow thelield of search. Thus, as in Fig. 1, /

the'area of overlap of duct and air information defining that/

/on "air ducts" is determined' by the numbers common to both

Uniterm cards. The arrangement of numbers by final digits amd

in ascending order makes it easy to determine that document

numbers 230, 11, 882, 34, 785,.216, and 447 pertain to "air

ducts". The field of search is already narrowed Ao seven docu

ments. By comparing the seven document numbers with the

numbers on the "icing" Uniterm card, it is determined the four

documents (numbers 230, 882,'785, and 216) contain information

on "air ducts icing" (see;Figure 2).

Basic Factors' for Ease of Search

There are several factors which contribUte to the ease

of retrieving information' froth the Uniterm SysteM of Coordinate

Indexing. The i dex headings are chosen and recorded as simple

tniterms"; the documents are identified in the simplest manner

by serial acce sion number; the numbers are recorded in ascending

1 4
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order on Uniterm cards. Retrieval of information is likewise,-
accomplished in the simplest manner by visual determination

of number s* common to two or more Uniterm cards and by rapidly.,

narrowing the field of search with each comparison made. It
i.

will be noted that*the-time of search is determined by the

smallest group of numbers to be compared.

The foregoing.bperation, known as logical conjunction,

is the reversal of the 'process of fragmentation which occurred

when the Uniterms were assigned. It can be seen readily that

reference questions involving search technique by alternation

or. negation (such as either- "air" or "ducts" or both; or all

/ --
documents on "icing" with the exception of "ducts") can be

handled with equal facility.

13
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SECTION II

UNITERM INDEXING WITHASTIA CARDS

,

For those users of ASTIA'services who may wish to adopt

1 the Uniterm.System in controlling ASTIA materials, Uniterm

tracings will be included on regular ASTIA catalog cards in addi-

tion to conventional headings. This manual gives instructions for

the installation and use of the Uniterm System utilizing ASTIA

cards as document references. Additional instructions are pre-
.

sented so that non-ASTIA material

///
integrated file of holdings.

can be processed to provide an

Beginning with ASTIA document number 150Q1, ASTIA catalog

cards win- contain Uniterm tracings on the reverse side of the

card. These cards will look like this:

AD-2120 Accession No.,

MaseachuSetta Inst. of Tech:, Cambridge.
TITANIUM RICH TITANIUM-CHROMIUM-OXYGEN
TERNARY SYSTEM, by Chitt-Chung Wang, Nicholas
J. Grant, and Carl F. Floe. Nov 52, 19p. incl. illus.
tables, 13 refs. (WADC Technical rept. no. 52-255)
(Contract AF 33(038)8754)

Metallographic and x-ray methods were used to hives-
ligate the Ti-rich corner of "- "ht-
the limits of 10 wt. -% 0 and
were preprared by an arc me
came incro.,:iIngly brittle wi
tent. The 12000C isotherm;
'determined. The a +0 field
one area thee phase cannot
but quenched specimens frog
a and acibiLlr a phases. T
transform from /3 by a mech
tensitic type of transformatt
firnied the existence of a te;

Buck

A072120

Chromium-dxygen-titanium
systems

Wang, Chlh-Chung
Grant, Nicholas J.
'Floe, Carl F.
Wright Air Development Cell=

ter, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio

AL. Oa/A*0101X

has a face-centered cubic structure with a lattice con-
stant of 13.80 Kx. This phase does not form directly
from the liquid phase. The temperature range in which
Ti3Cr.,0 is stable was not determined, but it is pos-
sible that it may transfoim into a or other phases at
higher temperatures.

Front

DIV:. Metallurgy (17)
SECT: Structural Metallurgy (2),
'Light Metals and Alloys (6)

UNITERMS

Alloys
Chromium
Heat
Metallography
Oxygen
Phase
Preparation
System
Ternary
Titanium
Treatment
X-Ray

Figure 5
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These cards differ from earlier ASTIA cards in two

respects:

0

1. A space is provided immediately following the
AD number for the ,serial accession number to
be- assigned by the user.

2. Uniterm tracings are provided in the right
margin on the reverse of the cards; they repre
sent ASTIA's Uniterm subject analysis of the

_- document.

Catalog cards produced by the user or by any other

activity, such as the Atomic Energy Commission, the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautici, and the Library of Cong

ress, can be integrated with ASTIA -Cards by assigning each

card its own accession number. Any activity starting a coor

dinate index should assign number 1 to the first card placed

in the accessions file, number 2 to the second card, numbei 3
M1

to the third card, and so on, regardless of the ASTIA document

number .or document numbers of any other cardproducing agency.

It is recommended that all.the materials covered

a single integrated'Uniterm System be stored in order by the

serial accession numbers assigned by each user in Which event

the accessions file serves also as the shelflist. If the

materials must be filed,in some other order, such as by source,

subject classification, ASTIA number, etc location symbols

must be shOwn on the cards in the accessions file; the need for

4 4

I

19
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shelfiists for other arrangements must be decided without

reference tolthe UniterM System. Cards can be added to the

accessions file without adding the materials to the collection,

for subject headings and classification numbers can be con-

/

verted eaSily to Uniterms without reference to the materials,

especially when titles and abstracts are used to aid in the

conversion.
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-SECTION III

INDEXING AND POSTING

The rules oft,the Uniterm System of Coordinate IndeXing

. .
, .

,

are givenNin Section IV of this manual,'Ibese fifteen rules
.

should be Studied carefully by those engiged in both indexing

and posting It is always desirable, of couvse, for searchers

to be familiar with the rules even though they not be regular

I
(

reference workers.'

.Indexing

Actually, the indexer is-conterned=primmily-with Rules

/-,andi2 which-siMplytelibilat-
7

o,,deterline-the-key-words-repre.,

senting thesubject -- content of the document and -how to recerd- /

/
these-key words for posting, -The indexer is not reqUired to

create -and maintain a list-of-approved-Uniterms, -for-Such a=

I.
list is created and maintained-as-the-coordinate index ftself:

,

Only rarely does the indexer-find it necessiry to consult the
/ --

-coordinate index as he assigns-Unitermi-to the acceSiibeed

materials. Consequently, there is a great freedom in aiendi.ng

the vocabulary to describe the ch aging characteristici* a

field as refletted in its literatu e and to continually inhanee

the effectiveness of the coordinate index without altering

_previous entries'-or: the structure of the indenheseifeatures,

1

plus the 'simplicity of the rules, make the--indexing operation,_
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much more rapid and efficient with the' Uniterm System than with

any other method.

Posting

The posting of serial accession numbers on Uniterm cards

is equivalent to preparing and filing cardk in conventional

catalogs. In bah systems care must be exercised to achieie

accuracy. The posting operation is,the tedious part of maintain

ing a Uniterm System, although experience has demonstrated that

with proper organization, of the work it is less tedious and more

economical than card preparation and filing.

The poste as but one major decisionto-make: that is,

whether a term is "free" or "bound" when it is used in the filing

/7-
position./Rules 3, 4, and 5 in Section IV govern this determina7

Lion. Generally speaking, words susceptible to combination. with

other terms in a system aro "free" and those found in combiniation

with only one ether word in the system are "bound% Bound,terms

tend to become free terms as a system grows. Therefore, most

ASTIA Uniterms will be free terms.

The poster will also be concerned with word foriN_

singular or plural, substantive or attributive, synonymous and

homonymods, etc.- Rules-6 through 15 cover these points.

20

iH
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Neatness and accuracy are very important in posting.

Careful hand numbering or typing may be satisfactory. Ring-
.

style rubber stomps and numbering machines with repeat 'settings

minimize transcription errors. Small adding or.bookkeeping

machines may be most satisfattory for large installations,
.

for'they can be secured with repeat settings, horizontal tabu-

#
lotion for the columns, -easy vertical alignment for the lines,
'44

and carriages to'suit the width of card;--and they produce

legible results rapidly.

f_ .

/ The UniterM System of Coordinate Indexing is adaptable

to a great, variety/of-conditions. In the places. where coordi-

/
mate indexes are/now in operation, no two-exattly resemble each

other. Because' an index is literally tailored to the informs-
/

Lion collection of each organization, "free" terms in one
",

-vocabulary /ere- not "free" -terms -in= anotber,_ -and_ so_-with_ phrases .

-and inversions, Some include -authorsl-surnamest -others do not.

Growth of Uniterm Vocabulary

4
A

It is useful to know what to'expect during the early

growth of a coordinate indeX. Iverience has shown -that the

number of new Uniterms-grows rapidly at the beginning. and -can

-be expected to exceed the number-of documents-indexed:_ At some

=point, _perhaps between 1000 and 3000 documents, number of

documents equals the- number of Uniterms and soon;exceeds-C*

21
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number of Uniterms, since the vocabulary is stabilizing at a

slow rate of growth. Therefore, in the very early phases of

.Uniterm systems there are fewer cards than documents, whereas

the reverse is-true in the case of the conventional subject head-

ing or a classified catalog.'

Since an average of eight UniterMs may be assigned

to each document, the growth in assignments may reach many times

the growth in UOiterms. Figure 6 shows the growth of Uniterms

and Uniterm assignments for a collection of 3000 documents.
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Any installation can compare its experience with

this graph by Wottinua cumulative record of its new Uniterms
N

"f ,li

.

a0,assitnments against the'number of documents indexed.
f .

f

Cr

g a
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SECTION IV

RULES OF COORDINATE INDEXING \

la 'beterniine the ke words which re resent the su

content of the item being, indexed.

Key words are not limited to single common words in the

English dictionary. They include phrases, Arabic numerals,

alphabetical characters, model and project numbers, such as

AN/ARN-5 and MX-772, in addition to the'nouns, adjectives,

gerUnds, participles, and proper names which make up the

bulk ofany Unlearn vocabulary.

2. Record the kel. wordy -on -the serial accessions card

so that ever! retrieval word is a filing word in

the posting operation..

This is accomplished by putting every word in a phrase in

the filinwposition; thus, if the phrase "ga's turbines" is to be

used, "turbines" must be.recccded in the filing position as

well as "gas". The-postez then ascertains-whether the "tur-

bines" card in this/situation bears the single-word, "turbines",

or must include gas" and consequently read, "turbines, gas";

also whether "gas" card bCars the single word or the phrase,

-"gas-turbine (set-Rules-3;'4, and 5).

NOTE: A few words are not considered to be retrieval words and need not be
s'

recorded on the/Serial accessions cards in the filing position, Examples are:

"Effects" and "Methdds".
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3. If a word is used alone as an.indexins term it is

called "'free" term. Enter it as a single word on a

Uniterm card,

In the case.of a docuMent on "Helium irivkir Turbines for

Gasoline-Pumps", "helium" is a "free term". By virtue

of being used alone once, it remains a "free" term in the

future and may not be used later in the vocabulary as part

of a phrase.

4. If a word in the filing position is used with only one

other word in the vocabular it is a "bound" or "not free"

term. Enter eacn word of a twoword hrase on a se arate''

Uniterni card in the filing position` -and add the -other

word if the first word is a "bound" term.

Using the example in Rule 3, when the poster considers

the phrase "air turbines", there are only three Uniterriss

in the vocabulary: "helium , "air ", and "turbines".

Sinceboth-word of the phrases fittbis Rule number 4,

"air turbines" is typed on one card,and

is typed on another.

5. If a word occurs in the s stem in combination with two

or more words it is a "free" term. Enter it as a single

word on a Uniterm card.

arN 17'
444



Referring to the example in Rules 3 and 4, the above situation occurs

when the poster is ready to add "centrifugal", 'gasoline" and "pumps"

to the vocabulary. "Pumps" is a "free" term because it occurs in corn-

bination with "centrifugal" and "gasbline" but the "Centrifugal" card

is typed as "centrifugal pumps", and the "gasoline" card as "gasoline

pump" in accordance with-Rule 4. Note that the first word, the word

in the filing position, is the-one to consider whether "bound" or "free".

"Pumps"-is a free term in the filing position, but it is added to

"centrifugal" and "gasoline" because thereis nothing on the subject ,
-

of centrifugal in'the system except centrifugal pumps, end nothing re;.

lated to gasoline-except gasoline pumps. "Free " -terms and "bound"

ter& can be added freely to-"bound" terms; but no terrnscan be added

to "free" terms.

NOTE: As the posting is continued, always in serial number order, morf terms are

added to the vocabulary and actual associations of words increase .rapidly in the

system. The effect of Rules 3, 4, and 5 is to "free " 'most of the terms, so that a

coordinate index .for several thousand items soon:has single words for-the majority

of Uniterrns. If, following the example used above, a report on "air ducts" enters

the system, the poster must "free" the word "air according to Rule 5, because it

is associated with "turbines" as well as "ducts". The operation is the simple erasure

of "turbines" from the "air turbines" card. Note that the serial numbers are not

'disturbed when a phrase is shortened to a "free" term.
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6. EntersubstaattvsformsharaIonlrovided

the singular can be inferred convenienil without broad

. -change of meaning.

Example: Grasses

. ,

__-7.---Enter sin ular forms after plurals where the a arance

1------
. 1

4 ,of both to rms facilitates indexiag and searching.

I I,

Example: Supplies; Supply

8. Enter the singular form of foreign words and add the

Example: Fungus; Fungi

spectium; Specua

A 9. If-the singular form is broadly generic or defines

.a field end -the lural is more substantive enter the

singular and add the plural.

Example: Temperature; Temperatures

10. Add attributive or ad'ectival forms.to the substantiie

words with which-they stand in the closest sense

relationship.

Example: Geophysics; Geophysical

Sun; Solar

Hydrostats; Hydrostatic

11. Enter gerundive forms and add the participles.

Example: Sintering; Sintered

Printing; Printed

NOTE: The forM of the endings of words (singular, plural, nominative, etc.) does not

affect the filing order as in conventional systems, since each word appears only once

in the filing position.

zs



12. Consider the first word of proper names and foreign

plrases to be a "bound" term and enter the full phrase.

Example: Black Sea

Clostridium botulifium

Clostridium perfringens
(No entries are made for the second word here)

13. Enter accepted chemicil_lerms occdrringjas one word

in the form in which they appear.

Example: Amines

Phenylamines

Diphenylamines

Niuodiphenylamines

14, Where true snrums occur, -enter the wellknown form

and make,a see reference from the other form.

Example: Petit4 see Gasoline

Since the see references re consulted rarely, they may be

kept conveniently in another file.

15. Enter homonyms as one Uniterm. Where meaning may

;

rove to be unclear in coordination show meanin s

parenthetically on separate car61221:tiaylarlwhere

my serial numbers are involved.

Example: Pitch (substance)

Pitch (motion)

Pitch (acoustics)

Pitch (angle)

28
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SECTION V

REFERENCE WORK WITH A COORDINATE INDEX

The.visual reference use, or searching, of a coordi

nate index consists of comparing two or more Uniterm cards to

determine numbers commies to the cards. The comma* numbers

denote the area of logical conjunction of the eleleets of

the question.

It was explained in Section III that.because of-the-

size of the ASTIA collection, most Uniterms on ASTIA cards \

wilLbe "free" terms. However, many ASTTA:users w11-1 find

that ASTIA "free"terms might properly be "bound" terms in

their particular systems-in-view of their 'specialized interests.

If a search shows that all numberi ea the "ate-card are cone e

to those. on. the "duct" card, the-Unitermt can be changed -to

"air ducts" and "ducts. air". The change Makes it unnecessary

to coordinate again under similar circumstances, for either

card shows at a glance that "air" and "duct" are.bound--terms.

For a variety of reasons, reference workers may wish

to piLepare a record on cards or slips of all coordinations made

for searchers. This record serves as:

23



1. Call slips for documents and for abstracts

to be consulted.

2. A file of answers for cases where frequent

coordination of the same terns' are made, thus

making the repetitious coordination of the

same terms unnecessary.

3. A source for frequent tabulations to show

the volume and kind of reference work which

has been performed, thus providing a record

not available in-most libraries:
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.Seventeen PSI Projects at The University of Texas at Audtim

by,

'James E. Stice

This is a progress report on-the PSI project at The University of Texas

-at- Austin, sponsoredby a grant frbm the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Under

this grant 17 PSI courses were-developed by the Associate Investigators,- 12

of them in the College of Engineering and fii/e in other colleges. The/Associate

Investigators and the'-courSe each developed are:

1. Structural Dynamics -.7-Roy R. Craig, Assistant Professor, Department of

Aerospace Engineering and-Engineerin4.Medhanics

2. Design of Structural SyStems in TiMber - David W. Fowler, Associate

Professor, Departmentbf Architeatural Engineering

3. Process Analysis and Situlation- --David,M. HimmelblauPrOfessori
Department of-Chetical Engineering)

4. -
Electrical Engineering laboratory I - Charles-H. Roth; Jr.,,PrOfes-sor,

Department-of Electrical Engineering

-5. ElectriCal Engineering Materials - H. tyndOnP2aylor, AssociateProfessor,
Department of Electrical Engineering

6. Introduction to Engineering Analysis - Nancy-S. :Hamilton, Instructor

Department of MechanicalEngineering-

7- Introduction-to-Nuclear Reactor Theory-- Billy V. Koen, Associate

Professor, Department oCMeehanical-Engineering

B. Dynamic Systems Synthesis -_LaWrence L. Hoberock, Assistant-Professor,

Department of Mechanidal Engineering

9. Engineering Statics - Wallace T. Fowler, Associate Professor, and Paul

E. Nacozy, Assistant Professor, Department of

'Aerospace Engineering, and Engineering- Mechanics

10. Engineering Economics - William G. Lesso, Professor, Department of

Mechanical Epgineering

11. Introduction to

12. Probability and

Operation's Research - (Charles S. Beightler, Professor,

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Statistics for Engineers - Gerald R. Wagner, Assistant

Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
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13. Basic Cataloging and-Classification.- Billie Grace Herring, Assistant
Professor, Graduate School of Library Science

.14. Freshman English Composition - Susan. W. Wittig-, Assistant Professor,

Department of English

. 15. Principles of Chemistry - John M. White, Associate PiofesSor, Department

of Chemistry -

.cb

16. Engineering Physics I Austin M. Gleason, Associate-Professor, Department

of -Physics

17. Principles of Audio and Visual Production - Robert D. Brooks, Associate

Professor, Department of Radio:-TV-Film

Each ASsociate Investigator developed'his course and taught it duringne'

semester, then revised the course in light of the feedback received from proctors

.and students and offered it for a second-tiMe. All courses were supposed to

follow the "pure" Keller model, In fact, - -all did not;- many professors injected

slight variations, depending upon their own teaching styles and personalities.

None of these variations was believed to effect the'intent ok the project. The

final report will disc-Liss-these variations in detail'.

In addition to the development of courses, the project was to investigate

nine questions often -asked about the PSI technique. These'qUestionS-1411 be

individually discussed later in this- paper, together-with the-ansWers-we have

obtained from the data received to-date.

An Advisory Board was selected to-provide assistance and guidance to-2rojece

personnel during the period-of the-grant. The permanentmembers!Of thiS Advisory

Board-were Dr- David G. Born,- Department of PsycholOgy, University of Utah;

Dr. Ben A. Green, Jr., Center for Personalized Instruction, Georgetown-University;-

Dr. Fred S. Keller, Wasiiirigton, D.C.; Dr. David T. Pratt, Department of Mechanical-

Engineering, -University of Washington; Dr. J, Gilmour' Sherman, Department-of

Psychology and Center for Persbnalized Instruction, GeorgetoWn-University. In

addition, several_ people_ served -as temporary memberS of the -AdvisOry Board because--

of individual expertise tbey could contribute to -the project. These- members-

were: Dr. Amogene F. DeVaney, Department of Mathematics and Engineering, Amarillo-f

-College; Dr. Gerhardt F%,,PaskuSz, Associate Dean of Engineering, University. -of

Houston; Dr. E. Joseph Pibl, ECCP Project, State University of New York SysteM;

Dr. -George T. Semb, Department of Human Development,- ,University -of Kansas;- and-

-Dr. Bernet S. Swanson, Department of Chemical Engineering, Illinois Institute

Of Technology.

The project began on January 1, 1973 and will terminate December 31, 1975.

The questions which we hoped to answer during -the course of the project,- together 1

with the tenative answers derived from the data.analyzed up to this time -are:

1. Do stud nts learn more- (or better) under the PSI method than-under

"bonirentional" methods?

Achievement measures were compared between 11 PSI courses and associated.

Control courses. Students in the PSI courses did significantly better in live
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of the courses, there wab
and the control class .did
ibut,of the eleven ,classes

teaching methods.

.

no difference between the two groups in five courses,

better than the PSI class in one instance. Thus ten

did-as well or-better under PSI than under conventional

All achievement measures were
Engineering physics I count,:. In

between the PSI phySics class and

final exam data, except in the erase of the

that course there was no significant difference

the control class in an advanced placement

test devised by the Department of Physics. The motivation was the same for

both groups since the Advanced Placement Test results did not effect the grades

of either.group of students. The statistical analyses were controlled for

grad& point average, Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) verbal-score, SAT quantitative

score, SAT total score and where applicable the score on thedOIlege Entrance

Examination Board Level I MatheMatics Achievement Test. This was done to remove

initial intergroup differences in aptitude-or achievement.

PSI undergraduate, students in the pi&range of grade point average and with

SAT scores of around 1000-tended to do better than similar students in the control-

courses. Data are limited and are not statistically Significant, but there is a_

definite trend. In the single-graduate course -(Library Science), students with

a graduate record exam - verbal score. greater than op did -better than similar

students in the-control. class. The mean-graduate record examination verbal

score is 500 for this group. so a score of '600puts' a student in the4Ith_pef.,...

centiIe. It thus-appears that the better graduate studentS\inthe'PSI course

did better than -their peers- Among 'the undergraduate'studentsthe-_avekage

students in PSI classes did 'bettek-than their =peers-in-control'clasSes.

2. Are the higher grades obtained in PSI courses justified?

In six out of nine comparisons, the A students in control classes

scored significantly higher.on the final examinations than the A' students in

PSI courses. In the other three comparisons there was no significant difference

between the group's. In no ease did the PSI students do better.

In six comparisonsof B studentS, three control classes had betterfinal.

exam scores, whilein two comparisons-there was no significant differenee, and-

in one case the B students in-the PSI.course did better.

It must be pointed out that there was a_significant difference in-motivation

between:the PSI students and students in the control classes. Ih all cases the'

students-in the control classes- received a significant portion of their linal

grade_in the course from their final examination. In many cases-the grade on

the final examination had no-effect on the students in the PSI claSses and-in

no case did the PSI students'- final egilmination grade count mote than -25% of

his.course grade. We are obtaining more data froM the Engineering- Physics I

class this spring. 13oth the PSI section and-the control sections will take the

Physics Department Advanced Placement Test which will effect the grade-of neither

group, thus adjusting for the motivational differenceS present in the comparisons.

3. Do PSI students exhibit a significantly different long-term retention-of'

course content than students in conventional courses?

We did some follow-up studies of students. in both PSI and control classes

analyzing the grades of both groups in a course that followed the -PSI course.

The results were mixed. 4
The PSI course in engineering statics was first offered during the spring of



197'3. Students from both the PSI statics course and the conventional statics

course-latter took Engineering Dynamics and/or Strength of Materials. There

was no significant difference on final exam scores between the two groupsin-=---

the Engineering Dynamics course, but the control'grOup scored higher on the

final examination in the course on Strength of Materials. The PSI Engineering

Statics course was revised during-the summer 197 -3 and offered again during_the'

fall 1973. There was no significant difference between-this PSI group and their

associated.control group in the final examination scores in either Engineering

Dynamics -pr in Strength of Materials. It appears that the PSI Statics course--

improved as a result-of the revision. However, the students in the control

class had a significantly higher portion-of A's and_a significantly 10wer pro:-

portion of D's in Engineering DynaMics. In Strength of Materials the proportion

of /Os was approximately the same for both classes, but the control -had.a

nificantly lower proportion of D grades.

The graduate course in Library Science-was compared -with its-control group

with respect to final examination scores in the course following Basic Cataloging

-and Classification- There was no significant difference-between the two groups.

In Introduction to EngineeringiAnalysis (the pre-calculus mathematics course),

PSI students made a --significantly higher-proportion-of A, B, and C grades=in

the-first_semester of calculus than did-their asSocIatedoontrbl groups. .Also,.

the-control_ group had 39% D's and-F's in- the first semester,ofbalcUlus,-while-

the_PSI group had_only 9-4,=D'S and:F's. This result was highly-significant

Op leSs-thaa .01) -.
,

4. Do students- in PSI course:leafn how to study?

Freshman and sophOMore students were pre=testedwithithe-Brown:-

Holtzman Survey of -Study Habits and-Attitudes. At the- tondlusion,of the semester

the same test was administered,as a post-test. The Brown=-Hbitzman-test has

seven-sub-scales: study oreintation, StUdy'attitudeS, study habits, delay'

avoidance, work-methods teacher approval, and -education_acCeptance. In7both-

spring and/fall 1973 there was no significant difference =between PSI sections

and _controisections-on the-delay avoidance _sub-scale pre-itest; On the post-

teSt this_ was significant (p = .07), On the education acceptanCeSub-scale

pre -test differences-were insignificant-but the post- test'di'fference was _highly-

,significant (p = .02), with the-PSI students-having the=higher mean score-

These resultkindiCate that. PSI students were-not as likely-to put wbrk off as

control Students, and that the PSI Students were more accepting of-educational

objectives and practices.

Student objective opinions also were sought to gets at an answer*to this

question. Of 840 students sampled 57% said "Yes" or- tDefiinitely yes", their

study habits had improved as a result of PSI. Neutral responses were 'given by

23%, and 209 said "No" or Definitely no". [
(

5. Can_PSI materials developed by:a given-professor be used at another

University with roughly -equal results?

Data to answer this question were obtained from a PSI Summer Institute

in Statics which was given at the University of Tnxas at Austin during the summer

of 1973. Twenty-two community college and four-year college teachers attended
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this institute, which lasted for a period of nine weeks. These teachers took

the course In Engineering Statics which had been developed in the spring Of 1973

1py,Drs. fowler and Nacozy. All took the course as students; those who finished

early proctored their classmates. When everyone had completed the course, the

,last several weeks were spent in revising it. During the, same period -the

teachers received continuing instruction in the-PSI method, in writing instruc-

tional objectives, methods of testing, and classroom management. The enthusiasm_

of- the participants was high, andvall considered the institute to have been very

.suacessful.

During the following academic year, 11 of the PSI Institute participants used

the materials to teach the course at\their schools. The other 11 did not do so

for several reasons. Some were not able to get a sufficient enrollment tó-offer

the course at their school; three returned to gradUate school-themselves; and.

thus_ were-not-actively teachin g at two-others did not teach the following-

year-- Of the 11.participants.who used pe- materials, all said the transfer was

successful. Nine said-the materials required little revision-for use-at their'

home institutions, and nine said the materials were not too difficult for their

students; _All 11 said that in their opinion the course improved- their students'

study-habits; The 11 participants who ta.dpt=a,PSI-Statics-coUrse-at their own

institutions said they would_ nothav wanted to-tackle the jeb-withouthaving-

_attended- the PSI SuMMer Institute, and they --thought thenind-week time period- Was-

about right -- eight-weeks would have-been-a minimum:

The participants-who-taught the PSI course encountered. problems. The-teachers

from the community y-colIeges-were unable to get many -proctorS, tecause most-students

transfered to-_a-senior college after completing_ their bourse; -411 said it_ was

difficult to-get money-to-pay _the proctors. Also they reported some -of-their

faculty-colleagues complained-that the Statics- Course took too-Much of the-studenta,

time._ Further, the PSI_teachers-didn't want to-acquire the-rebutation-of-being_

"easy" graders. finally there were reports of-administrativeobjectiOns to the'

largepropOrtion of A grades.

The Summer Institute pIrticipants who taught the -course at their schdols

-devOtedapproximately \one-fourth as much-time te teaching the-course-as the

UniVersity of Texas-abAustin Course deveiopers-had invested while- developing

the course.

The'only.significant difference between results at the_ UniverSity- Of-Texas- at

Austin and the resultS at thebther_sehools, was thattheindthber of = students

dropping the course,was-signifiCantly larger at the other schools.,

6. What are the costs and instructor time requirements of a PSI bourse?

Cost data on PSI courses am fairii, sparse. Student-proctor ratios

averaged 10 to 1 across the 17 courses, ranging f'rom 3 to Ito 16 to 1,: This'

range caused no, significant difference in student attitude toward the courses,

as expressed' on the Course-Instructor Survey (student course evaluations). The

average:cost per student for each course (not including the professor's salary)

was $35.67., with a range of $16.11 to.$73.55. The average cost of supplies,

secretarial and clerical costs, and reproduction of materials per course was

45.11, with a range of $.04 to $22,20.
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During the first offering of the PSI courses, comparisons were made betwecin

nine PSI courses and nine associated control Courses. The PSI course developers

*averaged 24 hours per week, the range being 5 to 50 hours. Faculty tk:aching

control courses averaged 12 hours -per week, the range being 6 to 18 hours.

During the second ofiering,enly two PSI course developers kept a record of

their time expenditure, and-the average for these two _courses was 10 hours.per

week.

From these data there is no queStion that a PSI course takes more time, than

a traditional course.in the first semester it is being developed. The time-

requirement decIines,to a reasonable level after the period'of initial develop-

ment..

Instructors were requested to rank-order their activities and the fraction

of time devoted to each. During the first offering of the course the activities

were ranked:
.

1. Materials preparation

2. Working .with _proctorSand students

I. Record-keeping

4. PSI-related professional interaction (meetings with= PSI project group,

meetings with advisory board, discussions with colleagues, and invited

papers) '

In the. second and succeeding offerings less time is required for materials

preparation, while the interaction with students increases.

7. What are the various causes of proCrastination-and-caii it be-minimized?

In order to answer this question, it was first mecessary-to define-

"procrastination". MemberS of the:evaluation-team-defined a -procraStinator as

one whose-early rate-of progress -is -=such that-his reqUitedlate rate-must-be

earlyratein order:to-finish_all units of the course -without taking

an indemplete. The early peried-is_defined-as-the first two- thirds of the total

mumber'-of class days,and -the late period-is- the-last This means _that-:a

student identified as a-- procrastinator will -be- covering. the_ units,

or more in the last- one -third -of the courso--as-he did in the first
two=thirds.

Using This the following conclUsions have-,been drawn (941 students

in
. _

the sample):

1. Procrastinators have lower gradepoiritaverages and- SAT scores than -non-

procrastinators. Among graduate.students-there- is -no-difference:between-,

procrastinators and-non-procrastinators on priduateRecord examination-,

scores.

2. Freshmen and seniors have the.highest procrastination rate. No other

significant differences,. were found for Student classification.



3. Students taking six-hours of course work or less had a lower procrasti=

nation rate than students, taking ten ,hours or more.

4. Numbers of hours worked on outside jobs had no.effect- on procrastination.

5./ Previous'experience with PST courses lowered procrastination, rates.

G.- Students who have,nad no previous experience with PSI courses are more

.likely to prockastindte,than-students-who haVe-had a PSI course before,

This result is independent of the:experienced-students' attitudes toward

PSI (positive, neutral, or .negative}.

7. Procrastination rates dropped from the first offering to the second

offering of a course. Instructors explained this by pointing out that

revision of their materials improved the course.

'8. No relationship was found between proctor/student ratios and proportion

of procrastinators in a class.

9. Progress lines had mixed effects on procraStination. The use ofdeadlineS
/

or modules (allowing students to take a test over several units at once)

had little if any effect:

10. Procrastination does not indicate less mastery. -

11. Procrastination had a direct effect on course, grade.

8.. PSI-courses regularly- produce a_higher drop- out-rate than-regular

courses.- Can this rate be_-reduced and -=if so, how?

Six comparisons were=made between PSI and=centrel classes in-the spring_

of 1973. In two of these comparisons-the PSI course had -a- significantly higher

rate-of dropouts, but in the -other four courses-there was no-significant differenc

between PSI_ courses and control courses. Beginning-with the fall aemesterof

1973 and thereafteri, the drop rate in PSI courses haS not _been. higher, and in

fadt has been lower in every case, but the difference is net statistically-

significant.

At the beginning of the:PSI project our plans were'to run the-courses in a

strict. self-paced format, allowing, students to-take-a grade of "Incomplete" and

to spend as much_as an extra-semester to-complete their PSI course, if they so-

desired-. As a result, 2G$ of the students taking-.PSI eourses du_ rihg the spring-

of 3973 took a-grade of Incomplete at the -and of that semester. W4 soon found

out that this created-some-unanticipated problems- The University* Texas at

Austin grading policy scores an Incomplete as-0-grade -points for-Oiours-of

credit, and so until the-grade of incomplete is changed into a fina'l grade,_ it is-

scored exactly the same as an F. None of 'the Associate Investigators on the PSI

project knew of this policy, nor did-several of the personnel -in the-Registrar's



S

office. We became aware of it quiCkly, though, when several good students lost

scholarships and others failed to receive invitations to various honor societies
because- their grade point averago was ,affected., -

We quickly changed our policy, and agreed to limit the grade of Incomplete*

to those cases for which.that grade normally would have beeri emplolied. Thus

our courses were constrained to begin,and end on definite dates, although the

student's progress within the course was still selfpeced. As aresult the

number of Incomplete grades allowedin the fall semester of 1973 dropped to

less than 5%.

It might be mentioned that of the students'who received Incompletes in a

PSI course_54%_ completed the course and obtained, a final letter grade within

one semester.

Personal and telephone interviews were
dropped either a PSI course or its matched
control courses commonly said they weren't
Studentsdropping the PSI courses all said
`said he was not doing well in the course.

held with '58% of the students who

control course. Students dropping

doing well in them or were failing.
they had gotten behind. Not one'

9. --What'isthe-effect Oft _lass size inPSI-courses?

The PSI classes- were--arbitrarily grouped into "small" classes (10-to-

47-students) and "large " classes (55 to-370-Students). _StUdents in the_small

classes tended to react more favorably to-PSI-on-the CourseInstructor_Survey,

but even students in the large clagses-were neutral-to faVorable. No relatticin.=-

ship was-found between the size of class and_the instructor time requirement.

I made a serious-blunder when the project began. Every,effort_was Made:

to-keep the various adMinistratorSadvised about what Was going on in thei

department-or in their college-with respect-to the project, This, was =done

through memos, And T assumed that they were being-read and understood. In=

fact, these administrators- were -busy, people, and although' -they might have read_

all this material they didn't necessarily understand _it. -An attempt to_get

them together for A one-day workshop failed, because the several people to

WhoM-I _proposed this idea were unwilling-to-devote that much-time to it.- After

the project had-been in operation for one year, we assembled the,deanS_and

department chairmen who .had laeulty Members participating in the project, and-

they met with the memberS of our Advisory Board -.- It quickly-became-evident that

these administrators were not very well informed on what we were doing. It

would have=been better if I had gotten them together when the prOject was

beginning, even if only for an hour. I would advise-anyone who is beginning a

PSIcourse or project in their department to take particular pains to make sure!

those administrators understand what PSI is, and the way in which it differs

from -more conventional types of instruction.

The problem with the gFade of Incomplete, which has seen discussed above,

also caused great concern among the project personnel. Since the effects of the

university's policy have been recognized, a resolution has been introduced in

the Faculty Senate to try to get the policy changed. These recommendations

were referred to committee, and no committee recommendation has resulted during

the past year. So for the immediate future .at least, the PSI courses are allowing

the grade of Incomplete only for conventional reasons.
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Unusually large enrollments caused complications in at least two of the

courses developed in the project. Prior to the fall of 1973 the enrollment

in-Electrical engineering, boratory I had never exceeded 90 students. ThUs-

Dr. Roth made preparations or handling 90 students in his self-paced version

of the course, only to-be greeted-by 118 registrants! By the time the course

had-begun-he was .unable to obtain the additional laboratoryequipment needed;

and- -he was also linable to obtain-additional proctors, as the-upperclassmen and

-graduate students who-would have been suitable had accepted otheiJ pat time

employment. He further discovered that although- .4. _proctor-to-student ratio

Of 1 to 10 was satisfactory_ for a'- lecture course he had developed earlier, this

ratio was not sufficient for a laboratory course, and_a_ratio of 1 proctor to

6,students_was more realistic. His course did not runsmoothly during the fall

semester-. When_the course-wet offered for the second -time during the spring of

1974, the new laboratory equipment had been received:and installed, anclhehad

arranged Tor the larger number-of proctors needed. Also the enrollment in the

course was_normal,_ As a -result the second- offering was quite successful.

The PSI-course in.Engineering Physics I was,similarly plagued with- unusual

enrollment; The projected:engineering enrollment in-this-course was about 300

students, whet-were-to be-about evenly-divided,between the PSI section and

-section taught -by conventional- The actual enrollment was -about 600

studentS; requiring two sectionstaught-by-=conventional 'methodsand a PSIS

section of 370-students, The unexpected- -problems with which-Dr. Gleeson -had-

-to cope included a shortage of textbooks -for thefirst,month, -a student_popur.

lation_in the -seif=pacediliaboratory Which-:/as-very_much -larger-thananticipated4

and-'a shortage of available prectors. -The course nevertheless was- a succesS,

_anctduring-the second- offaring it is_proceedingivery smoothly.

I have -been very inte ested in following -the fate of the seventeen-coursds

developed in this:projeci whe4t dhe outside funding,disappeare. Although it is

rather early to-draw-any conclusions, indications-are that at leatt twelve of

the courses haVe been_assimilated- into the various departmental curricula, and

-will continue to be affered using the PSI format. Three-will be taught-by PSI ,r

when the Associate Investigator deVeloping_the Course teaches that course, and

only two- -are in the questionable category. The courses which seem-to be-permanent

-are: Structural Dynamics (Craig) -; Design of Structural Syttems in Timber (D.

Tewler); Process Analysis and Simulation (Himmelblau)1 Introduction:to Engineering_

Analysis (Hamilton); Introduction to Nuclear Readtor'Theory (Keen)_;_ Dynamic

Systems Synthesis (Hoberock)_; Engineering.-Economict (LeSso);' Introduction-to-

Operations Research 1BeightlerYr Probability and Statistics for-Engineers (Wagner)-;

Freshman English Compotition -(Wittig);_ Engineering- Physics I- (Gleeson)1 and

Principles -of Audio and-Visual Production -(Brooks). The courses which -will be

taught using PSI when the course developer- teaches them include Electrical

Engineering Labjeratery I (Roth), Principles-of CheMistry (White)-, and Engineering

Statics (W. Fowtler-and Nacozy)_. Those courses which may hot-be taught using PSI

in the future are Basic Cataloging and Classification 1Herring) and Electrical

Engineering Materials (Taylor).

Interpretation of the data acquired by the evaluation team continues,-and_ '

further data are being obtained in. the form of follow-up-studies. A final project-=

report;;' is in preparation and should be
available sometime during- the summer -of

1975.


